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Single Event Upsets in Implantable Cardioverter Defibrillators 
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Abstract 
Single event upsets (SEU) have been observed in 

implantable cardiac defibrillators. The incidence of SEUs is 
well modeled by upset rate calculations attributable to the 
secondary cosmic ray neutron flux. The effect of recent 
interpretations of the shape of the heavy ion cross-section 
curve on neutron burst generation rate calculations is 
discussed. The model correlates well with clinical experience 
and is consistent with the expected geographical variation of 
the secondary cosmic ray neutron flux. The observed SER was 
9.3 x upsetshit-hr from 22 upsets collected over a total 
of 284672 device days. This is the first clinical data set 
obtained indicating the effects of cosmic radiation on 
implantable devices. Importantly, it may be used to predict the 
susceptibility of future implantable device designs to cosmic 
radiation. The significance of cosmic radiation effects relative 
to other radiation sources applicable to implantable devices is 
discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Approximately 350000 to 450000 individuals suffer an 

episode of out-of-hospital cardiac arrest every year in the 
United States, with less than 25% surviving the first episode. It 
has been demonstrated that if sudden death survivors are 
untreated the recurrence rate is extremely high, with an annual 
sudden death mortality of 30% [l] . 

The Implantable Cardiac Defibrillator (ICD) emerged in 
the early 1990s as the “gold-standard therapy” for sudden 
cardiac death survivors. The original concept of the ICD is 
attributed to Dr. Michel Mirowski [2] in the mid 1960s. He 
recognized the utility of permanently implanting a device 
which automatically detects the high rate condition associated 
with ventricular fibrillation and delivers a high energy shock 
to the heart to restore the sinus (normal) rhythm. The high 
energy shock (up to 700V, 30 Joules) simultaneously 
depolarizes the entire myocardium (heart muscle) and 
effectively interrupts the chaotic circular current patterns 
associated with fibrillation. The first human implant occurred 
in 1980. 

In common with the space electronics industry, design 
criteria include low power consumption, high longevity, high 
reliability and small size. Despite the trend towards devices 
with smaller critical charges and the increasing sophistication 
and use of MOS devices in medical products, there have been 
no earlier reported cases of single event upsets in medical 
devices. Previous reports on the susceptibility of implantable 
medical devices to ionizing radiation only considered total 
dose effects. [e.g. 3,4]. 

This paper initially presents a briefreview of the sources of 
radiation relevant to implantable medical devices. The review 
considers both total dose and transient effects with the aim of 
determining the relative significance of various sources. The 
remainder of the paper examines terrestrial cosmic ray single 
event upset models and their applicability to implantable 
medical devices. The models are then compared with ICD 
clinical experience. 

11. sUh4MARY OF IONIZING RADIATION EFFECTS ON 
IWLANTABLE DEVICES 

Ionizing radiation effects on MQS electronics may be 
classed into two broad categories [SI: 

Total Ionizing Dose Effects VID) due to charge 
accumulation in oxide regions: Threshold voltage changes 
have been seen at around 10 Gy [6] whilst degradation in the 
isolation between and within n-channel devices may occur at 
relatively low radiation levels (10-50 Cy) [5 ] .  From these 
results, it would appear that a reasonable lower bound on the 
sensitivity of MOS electronics is approximately 10 Gy. 

Single Event Effects (SEE) due to high LET particles 
depositing sufficient charge to perturb circuit operation: We 
only need to consider single event upset due to alpha particles 
from the device packaging and high energy neutrons from 
cosmic radiation or radiotherapy. Other single effects such as 
single event latch-up, burnout and gate rupture of power 
MOSFETs have negligible probability of occurrence. 
Normand [7] states that only a small number of MOS parts are 
prone to neutrodproton induced latch-up and even if a device 
is susceptible, the latch-up rate per device is much lower then 
the single event upset rate by several orders of magnitude. 
Gate rupture requires very high energy ions not applicable to a 
medical device [7]. Single event burnout (SEB) [7,8] of an N- 
channel power MOSFET is possible in high voltage rated parts 
operating at high drain to source voltages. The implantable 
cardiac defibrillator has components with a very large voltage 
rating (>1 OOOV). However, the required biasing conditions for 
susceptibility are only rarely present (e.g. during charging of 
the device for shock therapy) and thus the device is not 
considered susceptible to SEB. The authors do not know of 
any implantable medical device with the required MOSFETs 
operating continuously at high drain to source voltages. It 
would appear that SEB is not a real issue for current 
implantable medical devices. 

Table 1 lists all the main ionizing radiation sources 
applicable to implantable devices. Radiation sources that may 
adversely affect implanted electronics (dose greater than 10 
Gy or have SEU potential) are mderlined in comments. 
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Single Event Upset at Ground Level 

Eugene Normand, Member, IEEE 
oeing Defense & Space Group, Seattle, WA 98124-2499 

Abstract 
Ground level upsets have been observed in computer systems 
containing large amounts of random access memory fRAM). 
A~osphcric neutrons are most llkcly the major cause of the 
upscts based on measured data using the Weapons Neutron 
Rescarch (WNR) neutron beam. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Several years after single event upset (SEU) was discovered 
in space in 1975, J. Ziegler [l] noted the potential for 
microelectronics on the ground to be susceptible to SEU from 
cosmic ray secondaries, primarily neutrons. Ziegler's work 
was prompted by the work of T. May and M. Woods [2] in 
uncovering errors in RAM chips due to upsets caused by the 
alpha particles released by U and Th contaminants within the 
chip packaging material. The alpha problem was regarded 
seriously and chip vendors took specific actions to reduce it to 
l o l ~ ~ b ~ e  levels, mainly by reducing the alpha particle flux 
emitted by packaging and processing materials to generally < 
0.01 Wcm2-hs [3]. 

Unfor~nately, the potential for cosmic rays causing SEU on 
the ground received little attention, and has received almost 
no public recognition on the part of chip vendors. Very 

revealed that beginning in 1979, they 
un~er~ook a very large proprietary effort to understand the 
p~enomenon of upsets at ground level. This 15-year effort 
involved many different disciplines and activities: field 
testing of memories, accelerated testing using cyclotron 
beams, detailed model development on all levels, 
e n v i r o ~ e n ~  monitoring and coordination with device 
designers [4]. In contrast to the lack of recognition of the key 
role played by cosmic radiation for ground level upsets, the 
importance of this mechanism was recognized by people 
dealing with avionics, i.e., electronics in aircraft, relatively 
early in the open literature. Avionics SEU by the atmospheric 
neutrons was first predicted in 1984 [5] and later rigorously 
demonswated to occur in flight in 1992[6]. 

LEVEL NEUTRON FLUX 

The neutron environment at ground level can be defined in 
terms of the models for the atmospheric neutron flux at 
higher altitudes which are mainly based on neutrons in the 
energy range of 1<E< 10 MeV [7]. A number of studies have 

of the energy spectrum of the 
x doesn't change with altitude or 

its absolute magnitude does vary with 
location and altitude around the earth ["I. Limited data from 

a sophisticated ground-based detector system made at 100, 
5000 and 10,000 feet above sea level indicate that the 10-100 
MeV flux falls off approximately linearly with altitude [8]. 
Very few measurements of thc neutron spectrum at groun 
level have been made, especially over the entire energy range. 
One set of the most recent terrestrial spccwal mcasurcments, 
made in Japan [9], was normalized to obtain the neutron 
spectrum expected in the US, based on scaling airplane 
spectral measurements made over Japan [9] and 
These spectra show that the ground spectrum is roughly U300 
of that at 40000 ft. 

111. SINGLE EVENT UPSETS AT GROUND LEVEL 

There is considerable evidence of upsets on the ground, but it 
has been largely kept proprietary or else it has been in the 
hands of computer systems engineers who do not underst~d 
its meaning or implications. In the following paragraphs we 
will present various examples of this kind of data, including 
reference to the very recently revealed vast storehouse of data 
obtained by IBM over a 15-year period via a well-coordinated 
proprietary effort. In addition, five specific examples will be 
cited, one from a very large computer system that was taken 
off line for testing, two from the error log/maintenance 
history of a collection of large computers, one from a 
biomedical device utilizing SRAMs that has been implanted 
in hundreds of patients and one from the system soft error 
FIT rate (failures in time, i.e., IO9 device hours) testing 
performed by RAM vendors. 

In addition, we believe that there are extensive collections of 
other data that provide evidence of these upsets, e.g. in the 
error and/or maintenance logs of large computer systems. In 
particular, the error logs of computer systems located in high 
altitude cities, such as in the Rocky Mountain region, are 
expected to reveal many such upsets. Although at present 
such records have not yet been made public, we hope that 
with the publication of this work, other SEU workers will 
work cooperatively with computer systems people within their 
organizations to uncover and reveal the large compilations of 
errors that exist. These errors have been detected, corrected 
and logged by the dedicated software and hardware within 
those computer systems, so the computer systems engineers 
are satisfied that their systems are well protected. However, 
in addition, the EDAC (error detection and correction) 
systems that work so effectively in protecting the large 
computer systems, can also reveal the mystery of those upsets 
to SEU researchers who understand the mechanisms causing 
the errors. 
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2̂ = Aexp^-Y— (1) 

where /j is the cascade flux at some altitude (pressure) ylj, 
and /j is the flux at altitude y4 2, both altitudes being 
expressed in g/cm^ To convert terrestrial altitudes to 
atmospheric pressure, g/cm ,̂ we use 

A = 1033 - (0.03648/f) + (4.26 x 10 " V ) , 

where H is in feet and A is in g/cm^ (this assumes an 
average barometric pressure and a temperature of 0°C). 
In the lower altitudes, typical absorption lengths are as 
follows: 

(2) 

Electrons: 

Protons and pions: 

Neutrons: 

Muons: 

L 
e 

^ 

K 
L 

= 100 g/cm , 

= 110 g/cm\ 

= 148 g/cm^ 

= 520 g/cml (3) 

For example, if the neutron flux at sea level (height = 0 ft) 
is /, the neutron intensity at Denver (height = 5280 ft) is 

1 exp[(^. .)IKl 
Denver = 4a,eve. e x p [ ( 1 0 3 3 - 8 6 2 ) / 1 4 8 ] , 

I = 3 4 / 
Denver * sea level* 

(4) 

The absorption lengths between particles differ because 
of the strength of their interaction with the atmosphere, 
and their mass. A longer absorption length means slower 
attenuation, and hence less difference in flux when we 
compare locations with different altitudes. As an example 
of the magnitude of these factors, the increase in cosmic 
ray flux from New York City (1033 g/cm )̂ to Denver 
(852 g/cm') is 

Electrons: 611%, 

Protons and pions: 518%, 

Neutrons: 340%, 

Muons: 142%. (5) 

The one precaution to observe when using these 
numbers is that they do not describe the change of energy 
distribution with altitude, only the change in the total 
number of cosmic ray particles. (For experimental data on 
neutron attenuation factors, see the section on relative 
neutron flux.) 

At sea level, there is a spectrum of particles which is 
typified by the flux at New York City (Figure 4). This is a 
theoretical calculation which is not as accurate as some 
experimental values to be shown later, but it shows the 
four most important particles and their relative abundance, 
normalized to the same site. Muons dominate the medium-
and high-energy particle spectra. There are hundreds of 
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Theoretical sea-level cosmic rays. Theoretical calculation of the 
flux of cosmic ray particles at New York City. The most abundant 
particles are muons, which physically act like heavy electrons ex-
cept that they are unstable and have a lifetime of less than 2 /xs. 
The next most abundant particles 9re neutrons, which are very 
penetrating because they are neutral and do not lose energy to the 
electron sea of the atmosphere. There are just as many protons as 
neutrons produced in the upper-atmosphere cosmic ray showers, 
but the protons are charged and hence constantly lose energy to the 
atmospheric electrons and disappear faster than the neutrons at 
lower altitudes. At sea level there are fewer than 1 pion per 1000 
muons, but we show that pions are far more effective in causing 
soft fails in electronic circuits. The above calculation is discussed 
later in the section on theoretical cosmic ray cascades [17]. 

times more muons than any other very high-energy 
particle. This is because the muons do not have the strong 
interaction and they lose energy only gradually to the 
atmospheric electrons. The same numbers of neutrons and 
protons exist at very high energies, but below 1000 MeV 
the absolute proton flux becomes less than the neutron 
flux because of the protons' additional electromagnetic 
interaction with the electrons of the atmosphere. The pion 
flux is small in relation to the other particles because their 
nanosecond lifetime causes most of them to fragment 
before they reach sea level. Finally, it should be noted 
that all sea-level particle fluxes below 100 MeV are very 
sensitive to local environments, i.e., the material of nearby 
walls, ceilings, and floors. 

Note that in Figure 4 the latitude and longitude of New 
York City are converted to their equivalent geomagnetic 
(GM) values. The geomagnetic coordinates assume a 
sphere centered on the magnetic dipole of the earth, rather 
than on its spin axis. The North magnetic pole was located 
at 78.32 N and 68.95 W in 1980. Although the spin axis 
has a motion of about one meter per year down the 70 W 23 

IBM J. RES. DEVELOP. VOL. 40 NO. 1 JANUARY 1996 J. F. ZIEGLER 

J.Ziegler, IBM 
J.Res.Develop., 
Vol.40, Jan1996
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Radiation effects on 
electronics
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ü Radiation effects on electronics devices have been 
studied since several decades for applications in 
space, avionics, nuclear power plants

ü More recently, the High Energy Physics community 
also started to work in this domain – especially 
because of the LHC accelerator

ü For terrestrial applications radiation effects are 
now recognized as a concern – in particular for FIT 
of commercial components/systems (traceable to 
atmospheric neutrons or impurities in materials 
used in manufacturing of electronics)

FIT=Failure In Time
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Origin of radiation effects
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ü Very simplified summary
ü Effects traceable to energy loss from incoming radiation in the 

devices

Particles Radiation effect
Ionizing energy 

loss

Small charge density
All (photons, electrons, 

protons and other charged 
hadrons, Heavy Ions, …)

Total Ionizing Dose 
(TID)

Large charge density
Heavy Ions (maybe from 

hadron nuclear interaction 
in Si)

Single Event Effects

Non ionizing 
energy loss

Hadrons (neutrons, 
protons, ….) Displacement damage
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Radiation effects in CMOS
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Cumulative effects

Single Event Effects (SEE)

Total Ionizing Dose (TID)

Permanent SEEs
SEL

SEGR, SEB

Static SEEs
SEU, SEFI
Digital ICs

Transient SEEs
Combinational logic

Operational amplifiers

TID measured in Gy (rad)

Typical doses in different 
applications:

- Satellites: 100 krad
- Deep Space missions: 1 Mrad
- HEP (LHC): >10 Mrad
- HEP (SLHC): >100 Mrad

SEEs are stochastic, sensitivity is measured in cross-section
Environment characterized by flux/fluence (particles/cm2 s)
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ü Radiation effects in CMOS technologies
l TID: Total Ionizing Dose
l SEE: Single Event Effects

ü Hardness By Design
l HBD for TID
l HBD for SEEs

ü Conclusion
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TID: trapped holes in 
SiO2

ü Total Ionizing Dose effects are traceable to 
ionization from radiation in SiO2

Ionizing radiation

SiliconSiO2

Ionization produces e-h pairs 
•Holes have low mobility in 
the oxide, and can be 
trapped
•Migration of holes (and 
other positive ions) to the 
interface can activate 
trapping centers

Charge accumulates in the oxide 
or at its interface with Silicon
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Example leakage currents (1)
Source-Drain leakage (transistor’s edge)
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Example leakage currents (1)Example leakage currents (1)
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Vg (V)
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Source-Drain leakage (transistorFs edge)



TID effects in CMOS (2)
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3. Effects in the isolation oxide (STI), in 
between n-well or diffusions
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N+ diffusion
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+ + + + + + +STI
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N+ diffusion
STI OXIDE
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+ + + + + + +STI

----------------
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Example leakage currents (2)
ü Inter-device 

leakage (between 2 
n+ diffusions/wells)
l Effect characterized 

using FOXFETs 
devices
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Consequences of thin gate oxide
ü Hole trapping and activation of interface states depend on 

oxide thickness (this has been known since the ’80s)
ü Remaining problem for TID effects is related to ionization in 

the thick STI oxide

TID-induced threshold voltage 
shift vs gate oxide thickness.

•Data for commercial 
technologies from 
different manufacturers
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... but Vth shift can still be significant
ü Trapping in the STI oxide or at its interface can influence, for 

narrow channel transistors, the electric field in the channel 
itself (Radiation Induced Narrow Channel effect, RINCE) 

PE-6L 
 

3

similar to the ELT transistor. 
1) Radiation-Induced Narrow Channel Effect (RINCE) 

It is interesting to observe that the maximum value of the 
leakage current, defined as the drain-source current for 
Vgs=0 V, has little dependence on transistor width, nor on 
transistor length. In Fig. 3, the leakage current is plotted 
versus the TID for different transistor sizes. Although the pre-
irradiation value changes with size, depending on the Vth of 
the transistor, which in turns depends on its size, all curves 
peak approximately at a few 10-7 A. Even more interestingly, 
all curves reach a peak for a TID of about 1-6 Mrd, and then 
decrease when the irradiation continues at the same dose rate 
up to 136 Mrd. A similar peak is shown in Fig. 4 for the 
threshold voltage shift of transistors of different size: Vth has 
been extracted by linearly fitting the square root of the Id vs 
Vgs curve in saturation (Vds=1.5 V) and finding the 
intersection of the line with Id=0. In this case, the voltage shift 
is strongly dependent on the transistor width, the transistors 
with W larger than about 1 �m showing only a marginal 
effect. 

The observations in Figs.2-4 can be explained as follows. 
Radiation-induced positive charges are quickly trapped in the 

STI oxide at the transistor edge, and their accumulation 
eventually builds up an electric field sufficient to open an 
inversion channel through which source-drain leakage current 
flows [11]. This can only be observed when the current in the 
parasitic lateral transistor is larger than the current in the main 
transistor at the same Vgs, which happens after some 200 krd 
(Fig. 3). While the build-up of positive trapped charge is fast, 
the formation of interface states is known to be a slower 
process [12]. In NMOS transistors, the negative charge 
trapped in interface states only starts to compete with the 
oxide-trapped charge with some delay, giving origin to a well-
known rebound effect. In the case of the STI oxide in the 
studied technology, and at the dose rate used for our test, this 
happens when the TID reaches a value between 1 and 6 Mrd. 
From this point on, the interface states contribute significantly 
to the charge balance at the transistor edge, increasing the Vth 
of the parasitic lateral transistor and hence decreasing the 
leakage. We point out that in this paper we call these trapping 
centers interface states because of their properties of being 
amphoteric (we will see later that they trap positive charge in 
PMOS transistors) and with slow buildup. Nevertheless, we 
have not addressed their detailed nature in our study. 
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Fig. 2.  Id curve in logarithmic (left) and linear (right) scale for a 10/10 �m 
NMOS transistor before and after 3 Mrd (Vds=1.5 V), showing the radiation-
induced leakage current between source and drain. 
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Fig. 4.  Vth shift with TID for different NMOS transistor size, up to 
136 Mrd. The last point refers to full annealing at 100oC. 

For narrow channel transistors, the charge balance at the 
transistor edges not only determines the accumulation, 
depletion or inversion condition of the parasitic lateral 
transistor, but also influences the electric field of the main 
transistor. This effect is known in CMOS technologies as 
“narrow channel effect”, and it is observable in any deep 
submicron process as a decrease of Vth with transistor width 
[13]. In the presence of positive charges trapped in the lateral 
STI oxide, narrow channel effect should decrease the 
threshold of sufficiently narrow NMOS transistors, whilst it 
should increase it (in absolute value) for PMOS transistors. 
This is indeed what we observe in Fig. 4 for NMOS and Fig. 5 
for PMOS transistors: in both cases the effect is as expected 
more pronounced for narrower transistors. In the case of the 
PMOS the charges trapped in the interface states are also 
positive and add to the effect of the oxide-trapped charge,; 
thus rather than the “peaking” observed for NMOS Vth in 
Fig. 4, in Fig. 5 we observe an increase of the slope of the Vth 
shift with TID. 
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MOSFET and TID
How much a MOSFET is affected by TID depends on a number of parameters and irradiation conditions, 
the main of which are:

Characteristics of oxide: thickness of the oxide, quality, growing method, sintering method, etc. 
This will have a direct impact on the density of defects and on their energy level (are they 
easily accessible for free charge to anneal them at low temperature?).

Electric field in the oxide: at the time of creating the electron-hole pair, this can more easily 
recombine in case of small electric field. An immediate recombination removes the main origin 
of TID effects. The electric field strongly influences the migration of charges in the oxide, 
which is directly related to the evolution of trapping (and interface state creation) during 
irradiation.
Temperature: annealing, or detrapping and release of trapped holes in the oxide, is often a 
thermally activated process. Temperature strongly affects the annealing rate. This is true to 
some extent also for the interface states, but they require much higher energy to be 
neutralized.
Dose rate: for CMOS technologies, the dose rate (or how much ionizing energy is deposited per 
unit time) is relevant because the higher it is the shorter the time to reach a given TID level. 
Since annealing is often active already at room T, a high dose rate experiment does not allow 
annealing enough time to influence the final irradiation result. The same TID accumulated in 
1day or in 10years most likely leads to different effects on a MOS device: during the 10years 
annealing of trapped charge has the time to happen, during 1day most likely not. The result will 
hence be much worst (all radiation-induced charge is still trapped) at high rate.
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Leakage in 90/130 nm CMOS
ü Source-Drain leakage (transistor’s edges)

l Measurements performed on samples from 3 different Foundries
• Large variability with manufacturer
• Comparable response over technology node for the same manufacturer

l Leakage can still be a problem for large TID levels, but not always…

130nm 90nm

NMOS min size, W/L ≈ 0.15/0.12 um NMOS min L ≈ 0.10-0.08 um
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Leakage in 65 nm CMOS
ü Source-Drain leakage (transistor’s edges)

l Measurements performed on samples from a unique Foundry
l Leakage remains practically negligible (comparable to variability due to 

processing spread)Core NMOS radiation performance 

Sandro Bonacini - PH/ESE - sandro.bonacini@cern.ch 7 

� Up to ~20mV shift for 200 Mrad 
� Some rebound effect visible for narrow devices 
� in 130nm: was 150mV 

� At high doses Vth shift is positive for wide 
devices, negative for narrow devices 
� STI edge oxide traps considerable charge (RINCE) 

� Subtreshold slope does not change significantly 
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� Less than 10× increase in 
leakage for wide devices (W > 
360nm) 
 

� Narrow devices have up to 2.5 
orders of magnitude increase 
 

Threshold voltage shift Leakage current 65nm

S.Bonacini et al., 2012 JINST 7 P01015
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Leakage in 65/90/130 nm CMOS
ü Inter-device leakage (current between n+ diffusions or wells)

l Measurements performed on custom samples (FOXFETs) from 1 Foundry 
in the 130nm node, and 1 Foundry in the 65nm node

l Leakage rather limited leading to overall small increase of supply 
current in the worst case in 130nm, while no leakage in 65nm (below 
0.5pA/um)

FOXFETs in 130nm
(source = n+ diff, drain = n-well)

W/L = 200/0.3 um
Poly gate
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Outline

ü Radiation effects in CMOS technologies
l TID: Total Ionizing Dose
l SEE: Single Event Effects

ü Hardness By Design
l HBD for TID
l HBD for SEEs

ü Conclusion
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Single Event Effects (SEEs)
ü SEEs can be traced to the local and instantaneous deposition of ionization 

energy in the semiconductor 
ü Only charge in a given volume, where it can be collected in the relevant 

amount of time by the appropriate circuit node, matters
ü An error occurs only when the collected charge is above a given value – 

called “critical charge”
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SEE cross section
σ = 

N of SEEs

integrated flux during the experiment

LET=linear energy transfer
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SEU in modern CMOS (1)
ü Although sensitivity of cells depend on critical charge, which decreases with 

Vdd and node capacitance, experimental data show decrease of cross-section 
per cell in both DRAMs and SRAMs

l Recent work on memory cells in 5 generations (250 to 65nm) from same 
manufacturer showed a decrease of 20x in sensitivity

ROCHE et al.: A COMMERCIAL 65 nm CMOS TECHNOLOGY FOR SPACE APPLICATIONS 2081

Fig. 3. Heavy ion cross-sections for six commercial SRAMs in standard CMOS technologies. IPN stands for Institut de Physique Nucléaire, Paris; UCL for
Université Catholique de Louvain-La-Neuve, Belgium; RADEF is at Jyväskylä, Finland.

Fig. 4. Proton SEU cross-section carried out at PSI proton test facility, Switzer-
land, for six standard SRAMs in ST commercial 65 nm CMOS technology. Tests
performed in 2007 with a proton beam line limited to 62 MeV.

Fig. 5. Proton SEU cross-section carried at PSI proton test facility, Switzer-
land, for six standard SRAMs in ST 65 nm CMOS technology. Superimposition
is made for two set of proton data collected in 2007 and 2009 on two PSI beam
lines, respectively limited to 62 MeV then 230 MeV.

technology nodes. As a consequence, moving from the 250 nm
technology to 65 nm naturally improves by 60 the heavy
ion SEU rate/bit/day. This ratio has been estimated with

CREME96 calculations for a GEO orbit, minimum solar ac-
tivity and 100 mils Aluminum shielding. Sensitive areas were
calculated as the square root of the asymptotic cross-sections.
The sensitive depths were chosen twice deeper for 250 nm than
for 65 nm (2 m).

B. Proton Test Results for SRAMs

Fig. 4 shows the proton cross-sections for six commercial
SRAMs in CMOS 65 nm, single and dual port types, covered
or not by Deep NWell [4].

All proton cross-sections are flat down to 20 MeV, with de-
creasing cross-sections at the lowest energies. 10 MeV was the
smallest energy available during this experiment (primary beam
at 63 MeV). No increase of the cross section is observed near
10 MeV with those BULK 65 nm SRAMs contrary to what we
measured for our SOI 65 nm SRAMs tested in the same con-
ditions [11]. This susceptibility of the SOI 65 nm to low en-
ergy protons was more pronounced during specific tests with
the thick package lids, made of steel, intentionally introduce to
further degrade the incident 10 MeV energy down to few MeV.
Again, the BULK 65 nm SRAMs did not exhibit such a sensi-
tivity inversion in the same test configuration with the lids. This
suggests that our BULK 65 nm technology is not susceptible to
direct proton ionization, contrary to the SOI 65 nm counterpart
(having similar critical charges but negatively counter-balanced
by bipolar amplification). Further investigations and tests will
be required around 1–3 MeV.

The overall cross-sections range from 1E-14 to
1E-13 cm /bit. The cell area (here 0.52/0.62/0.98 m ) does
not significantly influence the asymptotic cross-sections, at
least according to this first set of measurements limited to
62 MeV. The choice of 62 MeV as the maximum energy was
driven by some logistical constraints with the PSI beam line
in the 2008 timescale. In order to investigate any deviation of
the asymptotic cross section at higher energies, a second set of
measurements was performed up to 230 MeV in July 2009.
A new PSI beamline was used with discrete proton energies

2082 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON NUCLEAR SCIENCE, VOL. 57, NO. 4, AUGUST 2010

TABLE I
INCREASE OF SEU CROSS-SECTIONS AT HIGH TEMPERATURE

MEASURED ON ST 65 nm SRAMS

ranging from 10 to 230 MeV. Fig. 5 shows the very good
agreement between the two PSI beamlines.

During 2009 testings, four samples were tested with a proton
fluence for each energy set to 2E10 p/cm . With a 60% confi-
dence limit and chi square statistical model, the magnitudes for
the lower and upper limits for all proton cross-sections respec-
tively range from 3E-17 to 3E-16 and 2E-16 to 1E-15 cm .bit.
Those error bounds are not reported for each average cross sec-
tion in Fig. 5 for sake of clarity. Those small error bars allow to
state that the mean proton cross-sections are similar at 62 and
230 MeV. It should be noted that for highly-scaled CMOS, total
cross sections (SBU plus MCU) do not saturate due to the in-
crease of MCU at high energies or LETs. Another observation
drawn from Fig. 5 is that a decrease in the proton cross sec-
tion occurs at 100 MeV. This dip, as originally suggested in
[12], is related to variations in neutron/proton nuclear interac-
tion cross-sections which have a local minimum at 100 MeV.

The extended proton testings on SRAMs have also confirmed
that the DNW process option, used for a full latchup immunity
with heavy ions, leads to an increase of the proton cross-sections
by 5 . This gap is again attributed to the higher MCU compo-
nent with DNW [4], but this is not prejudicial when applying
ECC/EDAC since no MBU occurs at 230 MeV. Here again,
physical MCU did not transform into logical MBU because of
the bit interleaving or bit line scrambling for the tested SRAMs.
It is finally noteworthy that neither hard fail, nor latchup was
measured at 230 MeV with a cumulative fluence of 9E11 pro-
tons/cm .

C. SEU Variations at High Temperature and Power Supply

The impact of temperature on the SEU cross section is also
quantified in this work. The motivation is the high temperature
constraint associated with space (125 C) but also automotive
(150 C) applications. Our contribution, in this section with
heavy ion test results and later on with simulations, lies within
the scope of previous studies [13], [14] and more recently by
[15]. This latter paper has concluded that no predominant pa-
rameter exists and that temperature dependence for SEU results
from a complex mix of factors which will be further examined
in Section VI.C.

Temperature influence is quantified with heavy ions over ten
different SRAMs embedded in three testchips. Test results show
that the higher the LET, the stronger the temperature impact
is. On average the SEU cross-sections at saturation increase by
30%–50% from 30 C to 125 C, as summarized in Table I.

The impact of the power supply voltage has also been as-
sessed with heavy ion testings. A uniform and relatively small

TABLE II
LIST OF RADIATION TESTED FLIP-FLOP FROM

ST 65 nm PRODUCTION LIBRARIES

shift of the cross-sections was observed across the whole LET
range by changing the power supply voltage. The lower the
supply voltage is, the higher the cross-sections are, and vice
versa. An increase of the VDD by +20% for the tested SRAMs,
with and without DNW, leads to +15% and +12% increases on
average for the cross-sections at saturation. That is not signifi-
cant within the experimental uncertainty.

The next Section IV is devoted to modeling and discusses the
phenomelogical explanations for cross section increases with
both high temperature and power supply.

IV. SEE TEST RESULTS ON COMMERCIAL FLIP-FLOPS

While designing an IC using standard-cell libraries, the
choice between large variety of FF and latches has to be made
depending on the desired functionality (e.g., scannable or
non-scannable; plain-, clear-, or preset-FF), timing properties,
drive strength, power dissipation, etc. When moving into the
technology nodes beyond 130 nm, the error cross-sections of
sequential elements are a new design metric that has to be taken
into account. Therefore, a characterization study comparing
SEU cross-sections of different FFs from 65 nm standard-cell
libraries used in our production design environment is presented
here.

As previously indicated, a dedicated test-chip (upper right
floor plan in Fig. 2) was designed to measure the radiation
susceptibility of five different FFs. The circuit was processed in
a 65 nm CMOS process optimized for low-power applications,
with a nominal supply voltage set to 1.2 V (1 V by default).
The chip contains five first-in, first-out (FIFO) shift registers,
containing from 133 K to 199 K identical cells each. A large
number of cells are required to obtain accurate SEU data within
an acceptable test time. To prevent data corruption due to
upsets at clock nodes [16] the entire clock-tree was made single
event transient (SET) immune with a proprietary mitigation
technique. The test-input and test-enable signals (in the case
of scannable FFs) and the clear-data signal (in the case of
clear-FFs) were fixed with the use of tie-off cells, to prevent
internal nodes from floating.

The FFs were selected from standard-cell libraries that are
used in the design of production chips. Because the five FFs
are commonly used in production designs, they are well suited
for a comparative study of the effect of different design choices
on the FF radiation sensitivity in real-life IC designs. The main
characteristics of tested FFs are listed in Table II.

Static tests were performed by writing either a Solid1 or
Solid0 pattern, or physical checkerboard, into the shift registers.
The clock signal (CLK) was set either to a constant high or
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Fig. 3. Heavy ion cross-sections for six commercial SRAMs in standard CMOS technologies. IPN stands for Institut de Physique Nucléaire, Paris; UCL for
Université Catholique de Louvain-La-Neuve, Belgium; RADEF is at Jyväskylä, Finland.

Fig. 4. Proton SEU cross-section carried out at PSI proton test facility, Switzer-
land, for six standard SRAMs in ST commercial 65 nm CMOS technology. Tests
performed in 2007 with a proton beam line limited to 62 MeV.

Fig. 5. Proton SEU cross-section carried at PSI proton test facility, Switzer-
land, for six standard SRAMs in ST 65 nm CMOS technology. Superimposition
is made for two set of proton data collected in 2007 and 2009 on two PSI beam
lines, respectively limited to 62 MeV then 230 MeV.

technology nodes. As a consequence, moving from the 250 nm
technology to 65 nm naturally improves by 60 the heavy
ion SEU rate/bit/day. This ratio has been estimated with

CREME96 calculations for a GEO orbit, minimum solar ac-
tivity and 100 mils Aluminum shielding. Sensitive areas were
calculated as the square root of the asymptotic cross-sections.
The sensitive depths were chosen twice deeper for 250 nm than
for 65 nm (2 m).

B. Proton Test Results for SRAMs

Fig. 4 shows the proton cross-sections for six commercial
SRAMs in CMOS 65 nm, single and dual port types, covered
or not by Deep NWell [4].

All proton cross-sections are flat down to 20 MeV, with de-
creasing cross-sections at the lowest energies. 10 MeV was the
smallest energy available during this experiment (primary beam
at 63 MeV). No increase of the cross section is observed near
10 MeV with those BULK 65 nm SRAMs contrary to what we
measured for our SOI 65 nm SRAMs tested in the same con-
ditions [11]. This susceptibility of the SOI 65 nm to low en-
ergy protons was more pronounced during specific tests with
the thick package lids, made of steel, intentionally introduce to
further degrade the incident 10 MeV energy down to few MeV.
Again, the BULK 65 nm SRAMs did not exhibit such a sensi-
tivity inversion in the same test configuration with the lids. This
suggests that our BULK 65 nm technology is not susceptible to
direct proton ionization, contrary to the SOI 65 nm counterpart
(having similar critical charges but negatively counter-balanced
by bipolar amplification). Further investigations and tests will
be required around 1–3 MeV.

The overall cross-sections range from 1E-14 to
1E-13 cm /bit. The cell area (here 0.52/0.62/0.98 m ) does
not significantly influence the asymptotic cross-sections, at
least according to this first set of measurements limited to
62 MeV. The choice of 62 MeV as the maximum energy was
driven by some logistical constraints with the PSI beam line
in the 2008 timescale. In order to investigate any deviation of
the asymptotic cross section at higher energies, a second set of
measurements was performed up to 230 MeV in July 2009.
A new PSI beamline was used with discrete proton energies
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SEU in modern CMOS (2)
However, cell size gets so small that THE SAME PARTICLE can 
induce an error on 2 or more adjacent cells! This is called a 
Multiple Bit Upset (MBU)Multiple Bit Upsets (MBUs) in SRAM 
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� Plots above are @1.2V supply 
� Most MBUs occur in adjacent cells along n-wells  

� (...along bit-lines and not along word lines, due to internal SRAM structure) 
� Lower power supply worsens MBU contribution (up to 7-BU @0.9V, 0 deg) 
� Shift-register MBUs are <1% (2-BU and 3-BU were seen)  

 

LET = 20.4 MeVcm2/mg (Ar, 60 deg tilt) 
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SEU in modern CMOS (3)
ü Interest from semiconductor companies raised in last decade – FIT in large 

memory banks affected by radiation even for commercial terrestrial 
applications

l Larges error rate contribution came in some cases from thermal neutrons
l Presence of BPSG was pinpointed as responsible (presence of 10B in this very 

heavily doped layer)
l BPSG has been most often replaced by other materials, and now the error rate is 

dominated by high-energy neutrons or alpha emitters in packaging technologies

10B (19.9%)

7Li

α

Neutron (25meV)

γ (480keV)

From R.Gaillard, SERESSA06 school

BPSG=Borophosphosilicate glass
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Single Event Latchup (SEL)
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ü Electrical latchup might be initiated by electrical transients on input/output lines, 
elevated T or improper sequencing of power supply biases. These modes are normally 
addressed by the manufacturer.Only charge in a given volume, where it can be 
collected in the relevant amount of time by the appropriate circuit node, matters

ü Latchup can be initiated by ionizing particles (SEL) in any circuit node – not only in IOs

ü STI, retrograde wells and decrease of Vdd in modern CMOS contribute to 
decreasing the SEL sensitivity of circuits

l However, SEL is strongly design dependent and components sensitive to SEL also in 
a neutron-dominated environment (avionics) can still be found
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Outline

ü Radiation effects in CMOS technologies
l TID: Total Ionizing Dose
l SEE: Single Event Effects

ü Hardness By Design
l HBD for TID
l HBD for SEEs

ü Conclusion
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Hardness By Design 
(HBD)

ü Concept to design ASICs robust to radiation 
without the use of special rad-tolerant 
technologies
l Radiation requirements moved to the design 

level
• Modified layout
• Modified architectures

l Techniques can be devoted to either TID or 
SEEs
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Radiation-tolerant layout (ELT)

S D

G
Leakage path

ü Layout techniques enable the elimination of all radiation-induced 
leakage paths

l ELT shape eliminates source-drain leakage – needed only for NMOS
l Guardrings eliminate inter-device leakage (n+ diffusions, n-wells)
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…and guardrings

N+ WELL CONTACT N+ SOURCE
OXIDE

N WELL

SUBSTRATE

VDD SSV

P+ GUARD

SSV

+
+     +     ++ + + +

+     +     ++ + +

The heavily doped p+ guardring
“interrupts” possible conductive

paths (inverted p substrate), hence
preventing inter-device 

leakage currents
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…and guardrings

SD
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Effectiveness of ELTs
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Are complete guardrings needed?
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NoGuard PartialGuard FullGuard
Vdd Vdd

N-well

Vdd

N-wellN-well

Realistic test structure with series of Inverters + DFF along 350um, 
and with different separation between n-well (PMOS logic) and 

NMOS:
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Realistic test structure with series of Inverters + DFF along 350um, 
and with different separation between n-well (PMOS logic) and 

NMOS:
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Other edgeless designs
ü Other “edgeless” transistor designs are possible !
ü These shapes usually violate one or more Design Rules

Ringed Source

S D

G

Butterfly

S D

G

Ringed Interdigitated

DS S

G
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Using ELT transistors
ü Several ELT shapes can be implemented 

(square, octagonal, square with corners 
cut at 45o, …). Each requires a different 
model

ü Choice of one only shape to be supported
l We chose one and enforced its use – all sizes 

were precisely defined
l The transistor was modeled and effective W/L 

calculated
l Correction for additional gate capacitance (for 

same W/L) introduced in design flow
l Custom routines and layers integrated in design 

kit for extraction/design checking/computation

Drain

Source

L:Ld

c

d'



Other difficulties

Lack of commercial library
Relevant area penalty
Has this any impact on 
reliability?
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Production summary 

N of wafers produced 

N of projects in production 

LHC experiments widely used commercial 
0.25um CMOS for their detector systems
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Outline

ü Radiation effects in CMOS technologies
l TID: Total Ionizing Dose
l SEE: Single Event Effects

ü Hardness By Design
l HBD for TID
l HBD for SEEs

ü Conclusion
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HBD for SEEs

ü Memory and registers are often the most 
vulnerable elements to SEUs. HBD techniques 
concentrate on these cells

ü Hardening can be achieved by
l Custom modification of the basic memory or 

register cell
l Redundancy (triplication and voting)
l Encoding
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Cell design (1)
ü Increase the critical charge by 

increasing the node capacitance:
l Design larger transistors – also more 

driving strength
l The use of ELT transistors naturally leads 

to cells with lower sensitivity
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Cell design (2)
ü Increase the critical charge by increasing 

the node capacitance:
l Add “extra” capacitors

• Metal/metal to avoid loosing space
• Special technology options

1E-08

1E-07

1E-06

0 20 40 60 80

s 
[c
m

2/
bi
t]

LET [MeVcm2/mg]

"standard" 
"oversized" 
"overloaded" 

Upset rates in proton 
environment:

- twofold decrease 
for the “oversized”

- tenfold decrease for 
the “overloaded”
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Cell design (3)
ü Use of radically different cell design, customized to be insensitive to charge 

deposition in one single node
l Example of one of the most popular designs: DICE (Dual Interlock Cell)

• Dual Interlock ensures SEU protection against hit on one node
• Writing in the cell requires access to 2 nodes
• Protection from SEU less efficient in modern technologies – high integration
• Possible to use the 2 data paths to duplicate combinatorial logic and harden circuit against 

DSET

0 01 1
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Cell design (4)
ü Temporal sampling with internal clock delays 

(after Mavis) effective against DSET

CLOCK

IN

DFF
D Q

OUT
MAJ

2ΔT

ΔT

DFF
D Q

DFF
D Q

Asynchronous VotingTemporal Sampling

•  Transient can only be 
captured by 1 latch – 
if ΔT is larger than 
induced transient

•  Sensitive to 
transients on clock line
•  Many variations to 
this concept exist (one 
can delay data instead 
of clock, for instance)
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Redundancy: TMR (1)
ü Triplication with 3 

voters – to protect 
from errors in the 
voter itself

ü The state machine is instantiated 
3 times, with 3 voters

ü An SEU can corrupt the output of 
one of the blocks, but majority 
voting restores the correct state

ü An error in one of the voters is 
also restored
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Redundancy: TMR (2)
ü Voter can be sometimes embedded in the register to save area 

and gain performance (speed)
l Example: FF for a 5Gb/s serializer in 130nm technology

• To meet speed requirements, dynamic FFs had to be used (easily 
upsettable)

• To compensate for SEU sensitivity, triplication and voting was 
implemented – voter inside the FF (penalty = 5 transistors per cell) 
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Redundancy: encoding
ü Adding redundant information (bits) and 

encoding-decoding
l Used for data transmission and for memories
l Requires complex encoding-decoding logic
l Several different codes can be used 

(Hamming, Reed-Solomon, BCH, etc.)

Encoder Decoder

Memory array (each word with redundant bits)



Reducing SEL sensitivity
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The best solution is to decrease the gain of the parasitic pnpn structure. Modern 
CMOS already decreases sensitivity by retrograde wells and STI

• Layout"" => increase the distance between complementary " " " "      
devices

" " " => use guardrings
" " " => use lots of substrate and well contacts

Unfortunately, libraries in advanced CMOS sometimes use 
practices enhancing SEL sensitivity (very distant substrate/well 
contacts)

n well

p substrate

VDD 
contact

p  +

R1

R2

R3

R4
R5

R6

VDD 
source

VSS 
source

VSS 
contact

p  +n  +n  + p  +

VSS 
guardring
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Conclusion
ü CMOS downscaling in 250-65nm nodes has generally led to a decrease 

of sensitivity to radiation effects
l TID effects in gate oxide are negligible
l Leakage currents are sometimes very limited even in commercial processes 

(not always!)
l Sensitivity to SEL (from technological characteristics) and SEU (cross-

section per bit) also decreases
• … but increased sensitivity to DSET is found

ü However, radiation effects have gained the attention of even the large 
semiconductor manufacturers – emphasis on SEUs which are not 
relevant also for terrestrial civilian applications

ü HBD techniques can reliably lead to the production of robust circuits 
capable of satisfying even very challenging radiation requirements

l Even “large scale” applications are documented (3000 wafers for LHC 
electronics)

l The existence of several “rad-tol” libraries, all exploiting commercial CMOS, 
evidences the interest in this approach


